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Memory

From the standpoint of a behavioral experimenter, memory is an ex
ceedingly complex phenomenon with no certain physical basis. Not
only can human beings repeat sounds they have just heard, but they
can pronounce sounds on the basis of what they have just read, and
repeat acts that they have seen others perform. Practically every regu
larity in behavior can be interpreted in some way as a memory phe
nomenon. Even the physical state of the organism can be seen to fit
the most generalized definition of memory: present traces of past ex
perience. Big muscles are memories of exercise.

Too generalized a definition of memory, however, is of little use be
cause such definitions melt indistinguishably into concepts like growth
or performance. I think that we should deliberately forego the maxi
mum possible generality, if only to give us something specific to talk
about. Memory can be treated as a reasonably well-defined phenom
enon, the storage and retrieval of information carried by neural signals.
Under this definition, the structure of the leamed hierarchy of control
systems, although constituting a trace of past experience, would not be
called "memory" because that structure itself is never represented in
the form of neural signals. It carries neural signals, but is invisible to
them.

The previous chapter on learning dealt with long-term changes in
behavioral organization resulting from changes in the effective struc
ture of the brain. We have, therefore, already dealt with a large class of
phenomena that is commonly studied under the label of memory, with
out once depending on the storage of information carried by neural
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signals. In this chapter we will investigate only the significance of stored
information, and I will stubbornly insist on meaning only that by the
term memory.

Knowing the physical mechanism of memory is not essential to the
development here, but the conceptual model of memory we adopt can
not help conditioning our concepts of the function of memory. I am
going to adopt here the RNA theory of memory storage, and specifi
cally reject the older idea that memory exists as closed circuits of neu
ral connections (for example, Young 1964, Ranson and Clark 1947).We
have, after all, found a different use for closed circuits, as time integra
tors (Chapter 3). Time integration can be interpreted as a limited sort
of short-term amplitude memory, but will not be dealt with that way
here. I will assume only long-term memory in this model.

In the RNA theory (Hyden 1969), there is evidence that neurons
SYnthesize proteins at a substantial rate when they are firing; these
proteins may be involved with the chemistry of glial cells, which are
densely packed among the brain's neurons, outnumbering the neu
rons ten to one . Whether or not there is involvement of the glial cells,
there is a good possibility that RNA molecules, modified by neural sig
nals, are part of the storage process. Hyden says,

The modulated frequency generated in a neuron by a specific stimula
tion is supposed to affect the RNA molecule, and to induce a new se
quence of nucleotide residues along the backbone of the molecule.
This new distribution of components will then remain; the RNA has
been specified.... This leads also to the specification of the protein being
formed through the mediation of the RNA.

In effect this theory may lead us to discovery of the"magnetic tape"
on which memory is impressed before we have found the tape recorder
to use it in. Even if this proves to be the physical form of memory stor
age, we are far from knowing what is stored, what 'determines the re
cording or nonrecording of information, and especially how memory
information is accessed and retrieved. Here behavioral experiments and
direct experience may be as valuable as biochemical investigations in
telling us what capabilities to look for.

We have, fortunately, some memory devices to study that are fully
understood in terms of physical models. While there is no guarantee
that organic memory will have exactly and only the features of com-
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puter memories, there seem to be some general principles that would
be difficult to imagine violating.These can serve as a guide to our think
ing until we know better.

THE PRINCIPLE OF INrERPRErATION

We are assuming that memory is recorded in the form of a physical
change in a molecule. That physical change must depend, according to
some regular physical law, on the neural signals carrying the informa
tion to be recorded.

The principle I propose here concerns the retrieval of the stored
information. Whatever the retrieval mechanism, it must in effect per
form the inverse of the recording operation and must perform that in
just as regular form. For a tape recorder, that means that a tape re
corded with a two-track head and low-frequency compression must
be replayed at the same speed at which it was recorded, on a machine
having a two-track head and low-frequency expansion, if the object is
to recreate the original information. The information stored in physical
form is not independent of the recording and retrieval apparatus. Quite
the opposite: an essential part of the stored information is contained
in the mechanisms involved. If a magnetic videotape is replayed on an
audio machine, gibberish-neither picture nor recognizable sound
will result.

This principle can be carried even farther. Not only must the re
trieval be the inverse of the storage operation, but the result of the
retrieval must be handled appropriately. A videotape recording is im
pressed on the tape magnetically; playing the tape back on an audio
machine having a magnetic pickup is in a sense applying an inverse
operation. But the result is gibberish because the recovered signal is
processed bya sound-reproducing device and not a picture-reproduc
ing device. What is done with the information after retrieval is just as
important as the retrieval process itself. Information theory notwith
standing, the information in a signal cannot be defined without also
defining the nature of the receiver.That holds true for memory devices
just as much as for any other information-transmitting device.

The significance of this principle for a model of organismic memory
is that memory has to be a local phenomenon. We cannot have memo
ries simply being dumped into some community hopper for indiscrimi-

....-"
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nate use by any chance subsystem. Instead, every subsystem must have
its own unique memory apparatus, complete with storage and retrieval
mechanisms, and information recorded from signals in that subsystem
must remain associated with that subsystem.

This principle can be summed up rather simply. In order for neural
signals to be recorded and replayed with their original significance, the
effect of the storage must be that of a time-delay in the signal-carrying
path. The replayed information must reach the same destination that
is reached by the signals being sampled for recording, and must be of
the same physical form as the original information. To assume other
wise entails gross violations of parsimony.The distribution of memory
among all subsystems is accomplished with a vengeance by the RNA
hypothesis: memory is associated with every synapse! The principle of
interpretation implies that information is not only recorded at every
synapse, but is replayed at the site of recording to create a new neural
signal that is a delayed version of the original.

We do not have to apply the principle at that refined a level. For our
purposes it is sufficient to associate memory with the functions in our
model. I will draw the memory feature as if it were separate from the
function-another convenient fiction, I am afraid. I will also forego the
application of this principle to all functions, restricting this discussion
to the perceptual function. There are applications to the comparison
and output functions as well, but I have not developed them at this
time.

Figure 15.1 shows how perceptual memory is to be added to every
subsystem in the model. This is a first approximation to be developed
further in later parts of this chapter. This arrangement satisfies the prin
ciple of interpretation of memory. Perceptual signals are recorded off
the channel leaving the perceptual function and, upon retrieval, ap
pear in the same channel.

Thus, replayed perceptual signals are subject to the same interpre
tations given to the original signals or present-time signals. When a
memory appears in the perceptual pathway, it is just as though lower
order signals had arrived to stimulate the perceptual function, the main
differences being those imposed by limitations of the recording, stor
age, and retrieval processes. Subject only to the mentioned limitations,
the replay of a remembered perception will be dealt with by all higher-
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order systems just as if a present-time perception had occurred.
This concept leads naturally to a picture of eight levels of memory.

(There are no lower-order sources of memory for first-order systems to
perceive; hence the lowest level of memory content should be sensa
tions.) Memories can range from the vividness of second-order sensa
tions to the ectoplasm of remembered system concepts. This sort of
variation in quality of memory is commonplace, but I know of no sys
tematic studies of hierarchical relationships among kinds of memory.

With this arrangement we can account for a fact that is obvious in
retrospect but almost too obvious to notice. When we remember, we
may remember erroneously sometimes, but we never remember in
terms of a new perceptual category.Whatever we remember is always
in the same terms in which we perceive in present time. It would be
unparsimonious to create a completely separate perception-like pro
cess to take care of subjective remembering; every time a new percep
tual function was formed, it would have to be formed in duplicate .We
need only one perceptual hierarchy in this model to take care of present
time perception and memory phenomena.

This model also accounts for the fact that one can apply a percep 
tual interpretation to recorded memories which was not applied to the
original perceptions when they occurred.This shows up in the way we
as adults remember our childhood experiences; we tend to apply adult
interpretations to experiences to which we could not possibly have
given such significance as children. Many psychoanalytic interpreta
tions of childhood memories, at least as applied by amateurs, seem to
show this characteristic. Is a baby really capable of jealousy?

Stromeyer (1970) has removed all doubt about this phenomenon
with an astonishing experiment done in the manner of Julesz' elegant
investigations of binocular vision. These experiments involve the use
of computer-generated dot patterns in 100 x 100 arrays. The patterns
are random; however, a stereo pair is formed by shifting a portion of
one copy of the random pattern by several units to the left or right. The
shifted area is totally undetectable in either pattern alone, but viewed
stereoscopically results in afloating" area in the pattern, raised or de
pressed relative to the remainder of the dot pattern by an easilyvisible
amount.

One woman who had eidetic recall was tested by Stromeyer in an
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experiment involving memory-it took a daring mind to think of do
ing this. Stromeyer presented the stereo patterns to the woman, one
pattern to each eye, but with a delay of 24 hours between the two
presentations! In terms of our model, each pattern contained second
order information only; the third-order depth information was simply
not obtainable from either pattern alone. Nevertheless, the woman
was able to combine the two images in her memory and correctly iden
tify the floating pattern. She also was able to perform similarly to com
bine images in different colors.

This experiment fully supports the present theory of memory; we
would interpret it by saying that the second-order perceptions were
stored (with incredible fidelity and detail), and were later replayed into
the normal visual channels that reach third-order depth-detecting per
ceptual functions, just as would be done with present-time stereo pairs .

Whether or not every perception is recorded, we can be sure that
not every recording is constantly being replayed, nor upon replay is all
recorded information simultaneously retrieved. Retrieval is an ordered
and controlled process. We now tum attention to a principle relating to
this ordering and control, which will lead to a further modification of
our model.

THE PRINOPLE OF ADDRESSING

Every memory device we know of has in addition to the storage and
retrieval apparatus a third feature, a way of selecting particular record
ings for replay. The natural question is, on what basis could such selec
tion take place? If we knew what the recording was going to be, we
would already have the information in the recording and would not
need to retrieve it; if we did not know what was recorded, we would
not know which recording to select.

In computer memories this question is only partly answered. Most
current computer memories are divided into storage locations, sets of
magnetic cores, for example . Each location can contain a certain num
ber of bits of information, in any of the possible combinations of 1 and
O. Associated with every location is an address, a number that refers to
one and only one location. When a set of signals is sent to the address
input of the memory device, carrying a bit pattern corresponding to
some particular address number, the contents of the memory location
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having that address are extracted from memory and replayed in the
output channel.

The address signals are used as follows: Suppose a computation
has just been completed, with a certain number resulting, R. We'll need
this number later so we have to store it. The program is written by the
programmer (who knows that R is to be used later) so that this number
Ris stored at a known address in memory. Later, then, when R is needed
again, the program is written so it sends the code for that address to
the memory device, and R is retrieved .The programmer does not have
to know what bit pattern representing the number R will result from
the computation, but whatever it is, he knows where it will be stored
and how to get it back.

Implicit in the way computer memories arc used, therefore, are prop
erties of the programmer's human memory. It is human memory that
recalls the name of the result that is wanted later on and the address
(or address-generating program in more sophisticated programs) that
goes with that result. A programmer who loses track of the association
of addresses with the kind of information stored in those addresses
simply cannot write programs. No matter how sophisticated the pro
gram, or what level of language it employs, behind it there is a human
being using a different sort of addressing scheme.

The human type of addressing being discussed is called associative
addressing, or content addressing; computer memories that work this
way are just corning into regular use. In associative addressing, the
information sent to the computing device's address input is not a loca
tion number, but a fragment of what is recorded in one or more loca
tions in memory. Memory is still divided into storage units, each unit
containing many bits of information, but these units have no specifi
cally addressable locations. Furthermore, when an associative address
is sent to such a memory device, information may be retrieved from
many locations, not just one.

Whether or not the contents of a given memory unit are retrieved
depends on whether or not the address fragment matches part of the
stored information. Any part of the stored information can be used as
an address, a match resulting in replay of the rest of the information in
that memory unit.

Associative addressing is, I believe, the most generalized form of
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addressing we know about including all other kinds. Even addressing
by location can be seen as a special case of associative addressing, as it
is used by programs and programmers (but not as that kind of memory
device is designed). An address and the contents of the location ad
dressed, taken together, form an associative pair. A programmer may
ask himself,"Let's see; where did I store the value of Pi? Oh, yes, in
location 10."Later on, he may ask hirnself,"What is in location 10?Oh,
yes, the value of Pi/Thus, addressing by location consists of forming a
set of associative memory units, each one of which contains a unique
address and some data. If the data never change, the association can
be used in either direction; either part of the memory unit can be
employed as the address of the other part. When the data can vary, the
process may work successfully only in one direction, since one does
not know the data part of the address.

Associative addressing even includes addressing by time or se
quence, as on a tape recording. In order for an associative address to
have temporal characteristics, all that is required is that information
from some kind of clock be recorded along with whatever else is re
corded. Generating clock times as associative addresses then evokes
from memory a sequence of recordings. In human memory we would
seldom literally find clock-times recorded, but in our memory are time
dependent experiences of many kinds that can serve as temporal se
quencing information. If you could generate an associative address
consisting of just the temporally sequenced information, you would
remember the associated information in temporal sequence. An ex
ample is your body size; you can search your memory using body size
as an address and recapture a sequence called"growing up."

In the most generalized form of associative addressing imaginable,
memory would not be divided into discrete units. Instead, the units
would be formed by regions of recordings containing a common ele
ment. Because of the many dimensions of experience, common ele
ments might overlap the areas to which they pertain or be common to
segments of different kinds of experience.

The associative memories now being constructed as integrated cir
cuits are simultaneous-access devices; that is, an address signal sent to
the memory's address input reaches all memory units at once, and every
unit in which there is a match with the associative address responds
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by outputting its contents. If human memory worked that way, remem
bering would result in pandemonium, and if that were the total pro
cess in the machine memory, the same problem would arise. In the
machine memory, the problem is solved by an external circuit that scans
the responding locations one at a time, generating a list of all the asso
ciated information evoked by the address, with the various memory
unit contents separated neatly.

Human memory does not have quite the same problem because it
is distributed among thousands of subsystems that can all operate at
the same time; hence we can have a large number of memory units
responding at once without creating confusion . Rather the opposite
effect results; the simultaneous replay of recordings in many separate
subsystems can lead to rich and complex experiences. But within the
set of recordings pertaining to a given subsystem, a problem of pande
monium does still exist. In human memory this problem seems sub
jectively to be solved by graded responses that mutually inhibit one
another so that the strongest response wins, or alternatively by a thresh
old of response so that the associative address must attain a minimum
degree of match with a recorded unit in order to trigger replay of the
whole unit.

The property of graded response depending on the completeness
of the address information seems to be evident in human memory. If
one uses, say, the image of''red"as an address, this scrap is too small to
evoke anything but the image of red; it pertains to too many incidents,
and hence uniquely addresses none of them. In that case one does not
receive a unique memory impression but rather an average impres
sion, one that can be totally unintelligible.

Selecting a unique experience from memory thus becomes a ques
tion of constructing an associative address that evokes the strongest
response from just one recorded unit, and very few (or else mutually
contradictory and hence blurred-out) responses from other units. Mis
matches may well act to reduce the response from a given unit, further
improving discrimination. I am not familiar enough with the literature
on memory to know whether experiments bear out these suppositions.

Much information, however, is available concerning the effects of
employing good schemes for generating associative addresses for
human memory.The Russian psychologist Luria, for example, followed
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the career of S., a man who, according to Luria, apparently never for
got anything during the 20years during which Luria studied his memory
feats (1968). Among the astonishing feats of memory performed by
this mnemonist was to memorize a list of nonsense syllables constructed
by randomly cycling rna, va, sa, and na.The mnemonist showed perfect
recall of this list after it was presented once and demonstrated perfect
recall, reading the list forward or backward, up columns or across rows,
four years later, and again eightyears later.

S. was undoubtedly possessed of (or by) memory apparatus of un
usual properties, his abilities perhaps being connected with some of
his mental difficulties such as an inability to generalize in a normal
way. Partof his great skill, however, lay in methods he claimed to have
worked out himself for forming clear and unique associative addresses.
For example, when a list of words or even syllables or numbers was
being read, S. would imagine himself in some familiar place, taking an
orderly walking tour of a building or garden. A5 he walked, he would
form visual images incorporating the material to be remembered, and
stand, hang, lay, stuff, or otherwise conspicuously deposit the items
around the imagined place. In terms of our model, he was calling in
formation up from memory, and re-recording it along with the items
to be recalled in such a way that unique associative addresses could
easily be generated. When S. wanted to recall the list, he had only to
remember the walking tour; as he strolled, he had only to notice the
items as he came across them.

This method is in fact the oldest recorded mnemonic aid, dating
back to at least the first century B.C. It was known then as"the method
of loci,"and was widely practiced. In The Art ofMemory (1966),F.Yates
describes a typical scene :" ... the rules summon up a vision of a forgotten
social habit. Who is thatmanmoving slowly in thelonely building, stopping
at intervals with an intentface? He is a rhetoric student forming a set of
memory loci."

Incidentally, in Plans and the Structure of Behavior, Miller, Galanter,
and Pribram discuss plans for remembering involving the same prin
ciple, or rather another version of it (which is also very old): forming
bizarre images which are then placed in imagined relationships to form
unique associative addresses for numbers and other kinds of items. A
few years ago I used the method of loci (after reading The Art ofMemory)
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to teach my youngest daughter her multiplication tables, through which
she was struggling in the haphazard fashion that is popular in our school
systems. In five daily sessions of about ten minutes each, she memo
rized (apparently permanently) the whole table through 12 x 12. I can
not imagine why rote learning is not always taught in this way; there's
nothing to it.

Tryit yourself,with a list of say thirty randomly-selected verbal items.
If you are careful to form clear and well-lit images as you tour some
familiar room in imagination, you should be able to repeat the list per
fectly in one try. The effects are particularly startling if you think you
have a"poor memory."Most mail-order"memory courses II use this ap
proach or a similar one. Apparently this method is unknown (or at
least rarely discussed) mainly among professionals who study memory
scientifically.

Having gone this far, let us now deliberately back off a bit and settle
on a more general idea than any of those presented.The main intent of
the preceding discussion was to get across the concept of addressing
and suggest a few relatively solid approaches, none of my own inven
tion. For our model we do not need to be so specific. All we need to
postulate is some addressing scheme, some way in which information
can be sent to memory devices not to be recorded but in order to pick
out specific recordings for replay. Memory, in order to beuseful, must be
undercontrol of some orderly addressing mechanism.That is the principle
I wish to communicate, and now I trust that its meaning has been
somewhat clarified.

i : I will employ this principle to give the hierarchy of control systems
a new property which accounts not only for perceptual remembering,
but for the ability of organisms to reproduce.past perceptual situations
through actions. Once it is noticed that the model lacks this ability,one
sees how essential it is. As it stands now, the model contains nothing
to evoke memories; no source of addresses for the memory box of Fig
ure 15.1. Furthermore, there is not even a way for the system to re
create a specific past perceptual signal, for reference signals are
generated independently of perceptual signals and only by chance
would demand recreation of a perceptual situation that had actually
occurred before. There are many situations in which past perceptual
situations are re-created, quite specificallyand precisely.A choir direc-
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tor blows a note on her pitch pipe and one second later, fifty voices
recreate the same pitch in 102 ears.A man shows a boy how to make a
multiple jump in checkers and half an hour later the boy does it to the
man. A person memorizes a street address and six months later drives
slowly along a street until he perceives a matching house number.

We do not need to create a special apparatus to take care of these
special reference signals .They are taken care of adequately by a single
postulate: all behavior consists of reproducing past perceptions. One
change in the model covers all cases, including many we have not yet
considered. The change is this: We will assume from now on that all
reference signals are retrieved recordings of past perceptual signals. This
requires giving the outputs from higher-order systems the function of
address signals, whereas formerly they were reference signals.

The address signals select from lower-order memory those past val
ues of perceptual signals that are to be recreated in present time. Thus
the higher-order output function still acts to select reference signals
for lower-order systems, but now it does so by way of addressing the
memories of those lower-order systems. This, incidentally, solves the
problem of translating an error in a higher-order variable into a spe
cificvalue of a lower-order perception, a problem that has quietly been
lurking in the background.

We are thus led to a new diagram of the control -system unit of
behavioral organization. Figure 15.2 shows two routes that could be
taken by retrieved memory information. One produces perceptual
memory, entering the perceptual-signal path. The other produces ref
erence signals that enter the comparator. Since there is only one ad
dress signal, these two routes must carry the same information. Let us
consider what each route implies, for we can still make one last addi
tion to the model with profit.

Take an example of remembering: A person muses.r'Who was that
girl at Aunt Mabel's house in the red dress F'The address signals girl,
AuntMabel's house, red, and dress are sent (as sketchy images) to lower
order memory address inputs. Since neither Aunt Mabel nor her house
appears in memory wearing a red dress, the only response is an image
of the girl who wore the dress .The full recording (or set of them) re
plays into the perceptual-signal channel, and the person experiences
the memory.
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But according to Figure 15.2, this recorded information gets super
imposed on present-time perceptions, which is a wrong prediction,
and it also initiates control actions by demanding perception of the girl
in present time . While that might occur, it need not; our model so far
forces action to occur every time a person remembers, another wrong
prediction. What really happens is that we experience a visual memory
of the girl in the red dress at the expense of present-time perception.

The more vivid the memory, the more it replaces present-time per
ception; the more vivid we want the memory to be, the more we must
ignore present-time visual images. (Stromeyer's experiments clearly
showed this effect.) And we certainly do not start running around look
ing for the girl in the red dress, who is now forty years old and wouldn't
be caught dead in red. We remember instead of perceiving and instead
of acting, or at least we may consider those as limiting cases.

Keeping that problem in mind, let us consider another. If every be
havior is directed by reference signals from memory, why do we not
perceive memories every time we act?

We can surely tell (normally) whether we are experiencing present
time perceptions or memories. When we act, it seems that we perceive
the present-time perceptual consequences, not the reference signals.
Sometimes, of course, as when you attempt to signal a tum from a car
window that isn't open, you catch a glimpse of the reference signal
the reference arm that is sticking out while the perceived arm crumples
against the glass. But normally it seems that we have a choice between
using memory as a source of actions or as a source of perceived memo
ries, with some degree of mutual exclusivitybetween these states.

Apparently we can perceive either perceptual signals ormemory sig
nals and we can either remember oract on the basis of memory signals.
There is some kind of switching or mixing function at work, and we
must try to get it into the diagram (see Figure 15.3).Two switches, un
fortunately, are required. Fortunately, we can read meaning into all four
of the possible switch combinations. These four correspond to what I
call the control mode, the passive observation mode, the automatic mode,
and the imagination mode (shown in the diagram).
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1HE CONIROL MODE

Both switches are vertical; I believe we have adequately covered
this case.

PASSNE OBSERVATION MODE

Perceptual switch only vertical; memory output goes nowhere, leav
ing a reference signal of zero-this is the configuration if the system is
to acquire a new reference level for a controlled quantity it can already
control, without acting. Consider a person being taught how to draw
the Greek letter lambda. She knows how to draw simple figures al
ready; she observes the figure as someone else draws it, recording the
perceptual result in the local memory of all systems involved (each in
the passive observation mode). To reproduce the figure, she then ad
dresses the new memory, with the switches in the control mode.

A large fraction of formal education requires that students be in the
passive observation mode for long periods of time and seems to pro
duce numbers of people who have trouble getting out of it again. It
might be nice to know what changes the position of the perceptual
switch-I have no idea at present.

AUTOMATIC MODE

Memory switch only vertical; perceptual switch connected to no
signal source-the control system operates normally, but no copy of
the controlled perceptual signal goes to higher-order systems. Neither
does any recording take place.We operate with subsystems in this mode
constantly. When we are walking, for example, we do not want to be
bothered by perceptions of all the implications of the fact that we are
walking; we send the order to the highest-level control system actually
required for walking, telling it in effect,"Waik, but don't tell me all about
it. Just do it." Opening the perceptual switch prevents all higher-order
perceptions involved in an act from appearing at all, thus leaving the
higher-order systems free to do something else, such as deal with the
consequences of the automatized lower-order behavior.

IMAGINATION MODE

Here we seem to strike some pay dirt. With this connection in ef
fect,as shown in Figure 15.3 (neither switch vertical),sending an address
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signal to memory results in retrieval of a past perceptual signal, which
goes back up toward the source of the address signal. As far as higher
order systems are concerned, the past perception is occurring again.
The way we experience this situation depends on the level in the hier
archy that is involved, the number of systems in the imagination mode,
and the pattern of addresses that is sent to the systems in this mode.

~

If all the address signals pertain (somehow) to recordings made at
the same time, the result will be to re-experience an actual past expe
rience in more or less detail. When the short-circuited systems are of
high order, the experience is abstract: we recall, for instance, an event
but none of the motions, configurations, sensations, or intensities that
were originally the source of the event perception. I remember bowl
ing, but that's all.At sixth order we might recall only a situation, a spe
cial relationship, perhaps a conference full of tension, but we don't
recall which conference.

The lower the order of remembering, the more detailed and vivid
the memory seems; indeed, that is probably the meaning of vivid.You
recall not only that you once ate a magnificent peach, but remember
the sweet juices and the just-right texture and the gray hair of the lady
who offered it and a hundred other details. And you remember how
you felt; the emotion, too, the sensed state of yourself, is recalled.That,
I imagine, is why so many of us find it difficult to close the imagination
connection at low orders. Not a lot of life has been like a magnificent
peach handed us by a kindly old lady.If one must remember Grandma,
it is easier to remember thatshe died, as an event devoid of supporting
details.

Something special must be required to result in generation of tem
porally connected address signals. Nothing inthe model requires this
to happen. We will have to consider this question longer, either until
we find the prerequisite experimentally or until the model goes away.
Address signals do not have to be temporally associated. That is the
next case to be considered, where they are not.
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If we place no restrictions on the temporal relationships among
address signals sent to systems in the imagination mode, remembered
perceptions can be recreated in any combinations, resemblance to past
experience being lost at higher levels.Again depending on the order at
which the imagination connection is made and on the number of sys
tems involved, the consequences arc known under a variety of labels.

Suppose you are trying to find a good program-say a program for
dealing with the next few moves in a chess game. "If he moves his
knight there, I'll move my rook here, but if he moves his knight the
other way, I'll take it with the pawn." Of course in chess you are not
permitted to move the pieces freely, nor would a good chess player (as
I imagine you to be) babble to yourself like this. Instead, you would
simply imagine the relationships, not actually making the memory-de
rived images into active reference signals, but looking at them as if
they had been accomplished.That is how a reference signal would look
via the imagination connection-as if the lower-order systems had acted
instantly and perfectly to make perception match the reference image.

Only when a program is found that, when run to manipulate imag
ined perceptions, satisfies one's heuristic principles does one flip the
memory switch to the reference position and the perceptual switch to
the present-time position, putting the program into operation and ini
tiating the lower-order behaviors that execute the first move in the
program.

Language is marvelous in the way it permits us to pass over diffi
culties without a ripple. Note how skillfullyI bypassed the question of
what flips the memory switch."One"£1ips it! I plead guilty to obfusca
tion-the model obviously lacks some details which I am not now pre
pared to supply. I will continue to obfuscate, having no present
alternative.

I have just described the role of the imagination connection in the
activity known as planning; with nothing but a change in content, this
is a general description of thinking. Some people imagine words when
they think; some imagine other perceptions. "Abstract" thinkers ma
nipulate imagined programs or principles (but not actually working
out the"details"-the lower-order perceptions). "Concrete" thinkers
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manipulate specific events, movements, configurations, or sensations.
As far as systems above the imagination connection are concerned,

imagining or thinking is the same as behaving. The only difference is
in the ease with which perceptions can be manipulated. Behaving re
quires that all lower-order systems be actively operating to control per
ceptions via the environment, whereas thinking requires only that one
be able to select reference levels such that if they were instantly ac
complished, the higher-order error would remain small. In the imagi
nation mode, of course, they are instantly accomplished.

One does not generally operate with all systems at a given order in
the imagination mode .Todo that would shut off all overt behavior and
all present-time perception, substituting an internally generated expe
riential world for the one based on external events. But a condition like
this does occur-once a day for about eight hours, for every normal
person. I mean, of course, sleeping.

Sleep rests the body; in some stages of sleep that is the main effect.
Dreaming, however, rests the mind, as William Dement and his co
workers discovered in their investigations of REMsleep (1969) .Dream
ing involves a loosening of all the normal connections from level to
level, those that constrain our behavior to be consistent with the ap
parent properties of reality. Principles apply differently or not at all;
programs run wild; impossible relationships occur; events occur to
gether even if they are mutually exclusive; motion is unlimited and
configurations strange. It is exactly as if most of the control systems at
most of the orders were in the imagination mode.

Awareness is part of dreaming; it moves here and there to encom
pass many levels or concentrates obsessively on a single perception.
Volitionis unhindered--everything attempted produces an effect. I am
far from the first to suggest that dreaming involves a process of reorga
nization, that it is a problem-solving period.what I have to add is only
a slightly different conception of the nature of the problems that are
worked on during dreaming.

I think dreaming can be thought of, at least in part, as feasibility
testing, a process analogous to Freud's reality testing but accomplishing
something basically different. Whereas in reality testing one is con
cerned with seeing whether a given control system is suitable for the
actual environment one finds oneself in, feasibility testing is concerned

-:': ."
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with discovering and repairing basic design defects in the control sys
tems themselves:"down time," my wife Mary says.

In the imagination mode a single control system or isolated group
of systems will instantly"accomplish" any goal set, for it can manipu
late its perceptions in ways unfettered by the rules embodied in lower
order systems. But if there is a design defect, it may be that no matter
how the imagined perceptions are manipulated, the reference level
being specified cannot be matched by perceptions. Hence those awful
dreams in which everything you try fails. The trouble is not in the in
transigence of the environment, but in the structure of the control or
ganization itself. Only by totally isolating a subsection of the hierarchy
in the imagination mode can failure of control be traced uniquely to
the control systems' basic unfeasibility. If the hierarchy cannot correct
its errors even in imagination, how must less successful will be its op
eration in an unpredictable and poorly known environment? If I drive
away my loved ones in my dreams, how well am I really organized to
keep them close to me when I am awake? My program isn't even inter
nally feasible.

An example of a basically unfeasible organization is conflict: two
systems so designed that if one corrects its own errors, the other can
not, even in principle, even in an ideally manipulable environment.
This particular defect is important enough to merit a chapter of its own,
later on . Imagination has another function: to supply missing but not
crucial perceptions. Ifyou are running through a program, for example,
there could corne a time when an event has to occur before the pro
gram can proceed. The official at the auto-racing checkpoint on the
rallye run must wave a go-ahead. The event occurs-or was he scratch
ing his head? The signal was equivocal. So the driver imagines it (arbi
trarily-does volition operate the switches?), allowing the program and
the rallye to proceed.

This phenomenon has long been known as closure. What present
time perception fails to supply is filled in by the unsuccessful reference
signal itself instead of the perception it was supposed to produce. The
perceptual switch is not even perceived as having switched; perhaps
the switch has taken place only in a few insignificant subsystems. The
driver thinks he experienced the entire perception, which of course he
did, at a higher order. There is no perceptual gap, because it was filled
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in from memory.
When something happens to close the lowest-order imagination

connections, a person hallucinates. Someone's voice speaks startlingly
out of nowhere; a person or an animal suddenly appears; one is trans
ported to a different place with complete realism. If the lowest-order
connections are made at random, one experiences weird distortions
and juxtapositions: a man with a bird's head, a crooked wall waving
like a £lag, a sense of elongation, or tremendous distance, or distorted
size, or impossible colors or smells. So I am told by people who have
confided in me.

Experiences like these, which come from illness or drugs, are vivid
because they are of low order, bizarre because they are random and cut
off from the usual relationship with sensory stimulation. They are also
fascinating and entertaining and fraught with new experiences. But
they are false, they are not IIalternate realities."They are nothing but
the brain talking to itself, isolated from the real object of its perceptual
functions. It is sad that so many people mistake this short circuit for
enlightenment--especially sad if enlightenment is another real phe
nomenon, as I believe it is.

A MODICUM OF EVIDENCE

Aside from the facts that the brain contains almost any imaginable
signal connection and shows a great deal of spontaneous activity, the
evidence concerning the imagination connection is indirect. The most
suggestive and recent I have found is work reported by E. Roy John of
NewYork Medical Center (1972) .

Measuring external electrical fields caused by activities in a eat's
brain, John investigated the appearance of wave shapes characteristic
of responses to visual and other stimuli.Electricalvariations could some
times be as distinctive as oscilloscope presentations of vowel sounds.
One experiment involved training cats to respond differently to two
different stimuli; each stimulus produced a characteristic and easily
identified wave shape. When a cat made a wrong response, the wave
shape was often that corresponding to the wrong stimulus and not to
the one actually presented, as if the cat had responded to a memory of
the wrong stimulus. John himself identifies this phenomenon with
memory and imagination, specificallyrelating it to similar experiments
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in man:

A substantial body of data from human beings not onlysupports the con
tention that these released patterns of electrical activity actually corre
spond to the activation of specific memories, but establishes unequivocally
that there is a subjective correlate to the appearance of these released
potentials.When an event expected by a man does not occur, a cerebral
potential appears at a latency [delay] similar to that of potentials usually
evoked by the expected stimulus [see the section above on closure] . Evoked
potentials elicited in man by absent but expected events have been re
ported by numerous workers, including most recentlyWeinberg et al. We
earlier reported similar findings in the cat.These cerebral events have been
interpreted by Weinberg et al to reflect the generation of processes corre
sponding to the memory of past or imaginary st imuli. Working in our
laboratory, Herrington and Schneidau demonstrated that in some subjects
the shape of the waveshape released when a particular geometric form
was imagined closely resembled the waveshape evoked by the actual pre
sentation of that visual stimulus.

Released potentials are not neural signals in specific pathways.
They are more like what one would see of the operations of a com
puter by holding a high-impedance oscilloscope probe near the
backplane wiring of the computer while the program was running.
But in brain experiments correlations even of a general nature are
valuable. They are among our best tools for observing the operation
of the intact brain, second only in precision to subjective experience.

If, as Pribram suggests (1969), memory involves a distributed pro
cess akin to holography, and if perceptual functions are of similar na
ture, being distributed throughout limited volumes of the brain, these
evoked-potential experiments may prove to provide more precise in
formation about brain activities than now seems possible under my
one -signal-per-channel hypothesis. Our model would not be altered
by such a discovery, and its direct investigation would even be simpli
fied, although we would lose the ability to perform very specific local
ization experiments to determine how the various functions are
internally organized.

CONCLUSION

With the inclusion of memory, this model has come as close to being
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human as I can make it. Loose ends will just have to dangle for a while.
Most of the model is testable, one way or another; I will suggest some
methods in the next chapter.

We now have a sketch of a nine-level hierarchy of acquired control
systems capable of reproducing past experiences at many levels, think
ing and otherwise imagining, and reorganizing its own basic proper
ties so as to maintain itself close to its genetically-defined optimum. Is
the model correct? I do not know. It is reasonably complete, however,
and that means every experiment we try will almost surely prove criti
cal.At least that is my hope and was my original reason for insisting on
completion, even at the obvious risk of going beyond the evidence.
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LEADING QUFSTIONS: CHAPrER 15 .

1. Without actually doing it, imagine placing your right forefinger over 'the
word the, preceding. Now actually do it. Does this make the relationship
between imagination and reference levelsclearer?

2. Trythe same thing, but this time imagine pressing with a certain amount
of force, to create some specific amount of pressure sensation from the
forefinger.Is this a different level of imagination?

3. Can you repeat the above, paying attention to a specific fourth-order per
ception (motion)? a sixth-order perception (try"above")?

4. Imagine this page on fire. What happens to perception of the actual page
when you do that? Does it seem that imagination and perception in the
same channel are mutually exclusive?

5. Suppose a person had a memory of his mother buying a new red dress on
the day before she died. If the memory of the red dress were transplanted
into another person's brain (assuming it could be), would the recipient
experience that memory as the donor does?

6. Think of the concept of"spinning"without imagining any object. Can you
. still detect that same impression when you imagine a roulette wheel spin

ning? What orders of perception are involved?

7. Look around the room . How many aspects of the room as you experience
it are actually imagined rather than perceived? For example, do you imag
ine that the floor extends underneath objects resting on it and hiding
parts of it? Do you imagine hidden parts of objects? Do you imagine the
part of the room behind you?

8. Where are the car keys?

9. Why is it hard to recall a specific instance of getting dressed? What would
you do tomorrow morning to give thatexample of getting dressed a unique
memory address?

10. The oldest known memory technique is the"method of loci/This involves
memorizing a list of objects, for example, by placing them conspicuously
(in imagination) in a familiar room one at a time, as if one is making an
orderly tour of the room. Torecall the list, one simply recalls the tour. Tryit
in the following list (go over it just once). Don't put the objects where a
similar object actually might be.
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an apple

the Mississippi River

Calvin Coolidge

an atomic power plant

a burnt match

a ringing telephone

fourteen navybeans

one pound of mercury

a new box of staples

a dirty cup

an easy chair

another burnt match

Chapter Fifteen

a dozen eggs

a fishing pole

six inches of black thread

a ball-point pen

the symbol rr

bright purple socks

a tiny dog

a one hunmedwatt lightbllib

the Empire State Building

lemonade

homework

false teeth

How many of the twenty-four items did you miss? What was wrong with
the addresses of missed items (out of sequence, too dim, confused with
object already there, not imagined in a conspicuous place ....)? How is
this different from simply" memorizing a list"such as a vocabulary list for
a foreign language, or a list of nonsense syllables?
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